We shall exhibit a complete set of generators and relations for this module assuming G to be the direct product of cyclic groups of prime order p and X to be a generalized sphere over Z p (see [4, p. 404]). H will always denote cohomology with values in Z v . A useful device consists in relating the generators of H(G) to those of G. summed over those h's which lie in g r _i and contain g; when p = 2, constant parity is not required. For a given dimension function n(g) let Q be the totality of sex This work has been supported by the Office of Naval Research.
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quencesco=(gi, • • • , g r ) such that giCgi+u n(g % ) >n(g i+1 ),i=l,
• • • , r-1. Call n(g) effective if Q, is nonempty.
In any action (G, X) denote by F(g) the fixed-point set of g. If X is a generalized iV-sphere over Z p then F(g) is a generalized ^-sphere over Z p with fe= -1 if F(g) is empty. It is known [l, Chapter XII] that the function n(g) =k is a dimension function with n(go) = N. We shall call this n(g) the dimension function of (G, X); it is effective if and only if (G, X) is effective (i.e. if the free part is nonempty). The relations (1) were obtained by Borel [l, Chapter XIII].
Generators and relations.
Let n(g) be an effective dimension function and let F be the free H(G) -module which has the elements of 0 as free generators. The elements of F are of the form ^t ó X w co where X w £i?(G). We grade F by assigning the degree n(G)+r to each co and taking deg X w co = deg X w +deg co. We shall define subsets i?i, R 2 of F. Ri consists of all elements where (?(co) = (g^) is the transposed inverse of P(co). The a's and 6's are:
Let A n ( Q ) = F/R where R is generated additively by i?iWi? 2 . It is easily shown that A n ( g ) depends only on n(g).
THEOREM. Let n(g) be the dimension function of an effective action (G, X) where X is a generalized sphere over Z p and let i be the free part of the action. The H (G)-modules A n ( 0 ) and H{i/G) are isomorphic. Every effective dimension f unction n(g) is the dimension f unction of an effective orthogonal action (G, S) where N=n(go).
Remark. The elements in RiUR 2 are not necessarily linearly independent and therefore R1UR2 can generally be replaced by a proper subset. It can be shown for example that when r = 2, the index i in (3) need only take the value 1. Thus when r = 2, we may take for R2 the elements F^co, co£0.
An example. Let r = 2, p~3. gi consists of four subgroups,-call them It can be verified that A n ( Q ) agrees with known formulas [3] for H(î/G). It is known for example that H n (i/G) is cyclic when n = n(go) and is trivial for larger n. To see how this works out in the present example where n(go) =9, one verifies first that all elements Xco* in F' of degree greater than 7 in which X is a polynomial in V\, V2 alone, is in R'. For example As for the degree 9, it is easily shown that the element e = UiU2vloei is not in JR'. Moreover if e± is of degree 9 then ei = xe mod R' where #£Z P . For example
The structure of ^4 n ( ö ) in lower degrees can be determined just as readily and compared with the results in [3] . 
where the l's are of degree zero, a(ti) of degree 1 and let Vi(t) be the same except that a(U) is of degree 2. On introducing products in the usual way [2, 
p. 252] C t becomes an algebra which induces an algebra H(C t ) G where (Ct)° consists of the invariant elements of Ct* The elements of H(C t )° represented by {#»•(£)» *>$)} (by {w^(/)} only when p = 2) form a base /?*. Let 5 = ($i, • • • , s r ) be a base for G. Now let G act diagonally on C s ®C t . The equivariant map Ct-*C a ®Ct defined by c t ->e(s)®c t where €(s) = l® • • • <8>1£C°, is known to induce an algebra isomorphism H(C t ) G ->H(C s ®C t ) G
and there is also an isomorphism H(C s ) G G ->H(G) for every t. The images in H(G) of the elements of j8* give a base jS* = {«*(*)> f<(0} for fiT(G). PROPOSITION 
Let s, £ 6e bases for G and let Si = t pil • • • t vir > i = 1, • • • , r. Then Ui(s) = *%2qijUj(t), Vi(s) = ^Qifijif) where Q=(qij) is the transposed inverse of P = (pij). (When p = 2, the v's do not appear.)
The orbit space of f. Let (G, X) be an action and let C(X) be the Alexander-Spanier cochains of X with values in Z v modulo those with empty supports. Let C(X) be the compactly supported elements of C'(X). Let f be the free part of the action. C(f) is a free G-module and H(i/G) can be identified with H (C(i) 
can be regarded as an equivariant cohomology class of C*®C(f). It can be verified that the map F(g r -j) ) can be identified with (G/gr-i, F(gr~j)) and hence f(gr-i) is the free part of (Ay» F(gr-j)) and H(î(g r -j)/hj) is an JEf(Ay)-module. PROPOSITION 2. TAere mtf wa^5 #ƒ degree 1
If p>2, the same relation holds with u replaced by v.
The a's are essentially connecting homomorphisms in the cohomology sequences for certain pairs. [3] shows that jit is also injective.
